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Pfronstetten-Aichelau, September 20, 2022 
Electromobility: 
Unique comfort conversion of the Mercedes EQS for TRIGEMA boss Wolfgang Grupp 

For more than 45 years, TRIGEMA boss Wolfgang Grupp has been on the road with a very special 
seat configuration that allows him to stretch his legs comfortably on long journeys. Naturally, the 
entrepreneur did not want to do without the comfort conversion in his new company car, a fully 
electric Mercedes EQS. A task that the mobility experts at PARAVAN were very happy to take on.  

 

When it comes to his individual mobility, TRIGEMA boss Wolfgang Grupp has very clear ideas. The 
vehicle must be comfortable. And efficient, of course. This is precisely why he opted for an all-electric 
Mercedes EQS as his new company car. However, it was missing a crucial detail that the textile 
entrepreneur from Burladingen in Southern Germany has been attaching great importance to for 47 
years: the passenger seat installed against the direction of travel. 

Stretching the legs on long distances 

This seat configuration makes it possible for him to stretch out his legs comfortably on long journeys, 
improves forward visibility and also makes it easier to talk to the driver. "When you've been used to this 
for 30 or 40 years, of course you don't want to take a step back!" says Grupp.  

Contrary to expectations, the search for a specialist who could undertake the individual comfort 
conversion did not turn out to be so easy. Grupp then found what he was looking for in Pfronstetten-
Aichelau. For the mobility experts at PARAVAN, "neighborly help" was a matter of honor! 

"When converting vehicles for people with disabilities, it is part of our daily routine to cater to the very 
individual requirements of our customers," explains Kevin Arnold from PARAVAN GmbH. "And what 
doesn't yet exist, we invent! That's why we didn't hesitate for a second when Mr. Grupp contacted us! We 
are proud to be able to help such an entrepreneurial personality make his mobility just a little bit more 
comfortable!" 

http://www.paravan.de/
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TRIGEMA boss Wolfgang Grupp will travel in the all-electric 
Mercedes EQS in the future. The individual comfort conversion 
was carried out by PARAVAN. Photo: PARAVAN GmbH 

 

The conversion was a matter of honor for the mobility experts at 
PARAVAN. "We are proud to be able to make the mobility of such 
an entrepreneurial personality just a little bit more 
comfortable!" emphasizes Kevin Arnold (center) from PARAVAN 
GmbH. Photo: PARAVAN GmbH 
 

 

It took 14 days for the conversion professionals at PARAVAN to 
carry out Wolfgang Grupp's special seat configuration in the 
Mercedes EQS. Photo: PARAVAN GmbH 

Foto-Link here 
Video statement by Wolfgang Grupp for download 

Contact: 
Anke Leuschke, Press Officer, Paravan GmbH,  
Tel.: +49 7388/ 99 95 81, E-Mail: anke.leuschke@paravan.de 

About Paravan GmbH: 
Paravan GmbH is the world market leader for highly customized vehicle solutions for the disabled. Around 180 employees develop and produce 
individually adapted automobile conversions, power wheelchairs. Paravan pursues a holistic approach with the "all-in-one concept". The 
technological highlight is Space Drive, an intelligent digital control system based on the drive-by-wire principle. Thanks to the active redundancy 
of the servo motors, it is completely fail-safe and the first in the world to be approved for road use. With the help of this innovation, severely 
disabled people, some without arms or legs, can drive independently and safely. It is not possible for these drivers to simply intervene in the 
steering wheel. Worldwide, Space Drive has proven itself on over one billion road kilometers in the last 18 years and is used by numerous 
industrial customers for test vehicles in the field of autonomous driving. The system is available as a retrofit kit with an open interface for all 
known vehicle types. www.paravan.de 

http://www.paravan.de/
https://paravande-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/anke_leuschke_paravan_de/Eo_LcoZZYEhOgcNcoMqsbxIB2ahb-sJf3wHm1aidFoXMbw?e=KLnSAd
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/751596589
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